2005 chevy equinox stereo wiring harness

One of the most time consuming tasks with installing an after market car stereo, car radio, car
speakers, car amplifier, car navigation or any car electronics is identifying the correct color
wires for a Chevrolet Equinox headlight bulb size you need for your low beam or high beam and
save time. Also, find your other car light bulb sizes including your fog light, reverse light, turn
signal, brake light and more. The Modified Life staff has taken all its Chevrolet car radio wiring
diagrams, Chevrolet car stereo wiring diagrams, Chevrolet car radio wiring schematics,
Chevrolet car wiring diagrams and cataloged them online. Use of the wiring information is at
your own risk. Always verify all wires, wire colors and diagrams before applying any information
found here to your Chevrolet Equinox. If you would like to help the Modified Life community by
adding a car stereo wiring diagram or car radio wiring diagram to our resource, please feel free
to post any additional information about the Chevrolet Equinox on this page. Run a wire to the
fusebox for switched power. The accessory turn-on and amplifier turn-on are controlled by the
class 2 serial network. Theodore, double check ALL your fuses using an Automotive Fuse
Tester because certain vehicles may have a wire tied into another circuit not labeled as car
radio. You may have additional fuse boxes by the driver side of the dash, passenger side of the
dash, driver kick panel, passenger kick panel, under the steering column or under the hood. If
all of your fuses are good, your Chevrolet Equinox factory amplifier may be faulty. We suggest
you take your car to an experienced audio installer and have them troubleshoot your problem.
Hope this helps. Good luck with your Chevrolet Equinox radio troubleshooting. I tried to hook
up dvd in my chevrolet equinox and now there is no power to the car at all it blew something
and I cant find out what it is. I see a brown wire and a brownish grey wireâ€¦not too sure about
tan and have had no luck getting the left front speaker to workâ€¦any help would be appreciated.
That way your amplifier is on whenever your Chevrolet Equinox is on and off whenever your
Chevrolet Equinox is off. Just make sure to run an in-line fuse holder with a 1-amp fuse on the
amplifier turn on wire. Good luck with your amplifier install. Your email address will not be
published. Skip to content. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be
published. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. Those are common GM wire colors. There is
no switched 12 volt wire in the harness on those vehicles. If yoiu do not purchase the following
harness or an equivelant , you will lose a couple things. You know that dinging sound, the one
that sounds if you leave the key in the ignition and open the door? The same ding that you hear
when your low fuel lamp illuminates? You will also lose the Retained Accessory Power. That is
the thing that keeps your radio turned on until you open the door. Without this harness, you
turn the key off, the radio is off. In order to sit in the vehicle and listen to the radio, you will have
to keep the key in the on position. The wires you have figured out are the only wires you can
use with an aftermarket deck. The others are Data and speed sense wires. Since you chose NOT
to use the proper data retention wire harness, you will have to run your own switched 12volt
wire. You cannot retain the chimes, or onstar if present without the interface harness. Close
Menu. Car Security. Ohm's Law Calculators. Relay Diagrams. Subwoofer Wiring. Vehicle Wiring.
Recent Topics. Site Search. Site Menu. Advanced Search. I've checked the other radio wiring
posts for my suv but the colors listed are not matching what I have. Please help me figure this
out! I don't want to destroy my old or new stereo with a bad job. Back to Top. But I still wanna
know what the extra wires are for. I don't really care about the extra chimes or not being able to
have the radio on after I turn off the car. But I still wanna know in case I sell the car. This is the
break out of what I do know:. I have figured out the 24 pin for the radio but all I need now is the
12 pin info. I know these are for the door chimes and what not but still don't know which one
goes to what? Sorry, you can NOT post a reply. This topic is closed. Printable version. Search
the12volt. Follow the12volt. Any user assumes the entire risk as to the accuracy and use of this
information. Please verify all wire colors and diagrams before applying any information. You
cannot post new topics in this forum You cannot reply to topics in this forum You cannot delete
your posts in this forum You cannot edit your posts in this forum You cannot create polls in this
forum You cannot vote in polls in this forum. Gallery New media New comments. Log in. Search
Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦.
Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. Search Advancedâ€¦. What's new New posts New
media New media comments Latest activity. Search forums. Installing Double Din in a Chevy
Equinox. Thread starter gamblehouse Start date Jun 16, Tags double din equinox. JavaScript is
disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding.
Jun 16, 5 1 Ohio. First off, I am a beginner, so sorry for sounding like a noob, and I appreciate all
the help I get! I want to install it in my Chevy Equinox LS which currently has the original factory
radio. I will not be installing any additional equipment. I am under the understanding that door
chimes and Onstar are controlled through the factory radio. If it will cost me less money, I can
careless about keeping these features. If someone could help me select the least expensive yet
appropriate wiring harness and mounting kit, your help would be greatly appreciated. I am

currently looking at the Metra wiring harness and the Scosche GMB mounting kit, would these
work, or am I way off base? Sep 6, 22, 76 monterey , ca. Thank you mylows Well, the check
engine light is already on I really want to do this on the cheap. I have looked at the class II
harnesses my Metra and Scosche, but I cant bring myself to pay that much for chimes I hate the
sound of Onstar. Is there anyway of utilizing an inexpensive harness? May 18, 69 0 Arizona. If
its similar to a silverado it will be an older saturn harness, for some reason I am thinking an
98ish saturn. Well, what I have figured out is that since my Chevy Equinox is an amplified
system I need a specific harness for a clean install. After contacting Metra they informed me
that the Metra would only work if I did not have a factory amplified audio system in my vehicle.
The service specifications number U65 in the glove box shows the vehicle is amplified. Plus the
very large amplifier under the rear passenger seat. The Digistar-EA was the cheapest, but
hardest to find available since it has been discontinued. I was not comfortable buying from a
cheap looking website so I decided against that harness. I ordered directly through Amazon
since they offer an A-Z guarantee. I am waiting for them to arrive. Maybe this info will help
someone like myself in the furture.. Reactions: 1aespinoza. Received the din kit and GM16SR
harness in the mail today. Well the wiring harness to the pioneer avhdvd had a pb bypass wired
to it already when I purchased it. The scosche harness wired directly up to the pioneer as
directed. But when I went to the car and unhooked the factory stereo on the back was a large
harness connection and a small one. The scosche mounted directly up to the large harness. But
there was no connection on the scosche for the small connection. When I powered on the car
the chimes worked and the radio powered on, played dvd's, connected to a usb, and so forth
Was the second small harness connecting into the factory stereo the amp, and if so, if the
scosche works with amplified systems the way they say they do, how do I hook up the amp. All
the wires coming from the pioneers harness I used according to the diagram provided by
scosche. But in the diagram there is no wiring for an amp. Is this the amp wire, and if so, where
do I hook it up to? Issue fixed, this noob can learn Sound is great, movies play when in gear, no
static, chimes work radio plays until car door is open, everthing is great. The only thing that is
no longer operable is OnStar, and the vol. I was very impressed with how good the factort sub is
in this Equinox, the new avh-pdvd allows for utilization of sub the factory stereo never did! Next
project Quazzlebazzle CarAudio. May 28, 1 0 Columbus ohio. Nothing else? May 22, Pharr,
Texas. Quazzlebazzle said:. Aug 22, 39, Piney Hills of Louisiana. That should be a nice install if
it's like most equinoxes that I've seen the original radio buttons are probably worn white now.
Reactions: huberoy Nov 6, 50 Delaware. Create an account or login to comment You must be a
member in order to leave a comment Create account Create an account on our community. It's
easy! Log in Already have an account? Log in here. Previous Topic Next Topic. General
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reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try
again later. Verified Purchase. Fast shipping , good quality , exact fit , went right in with no
problems. Fit the stereo just perfect! Really simple to install, exact right fit in my Equinox. The
bin on the bottom is nice and big. I bought a sticky pad at Walmart to keep my phone from
sliding out. Also, a lot cheaper than some others I found on the interwebs. One person found
this helpful. LOVE the extra space as holder is very handy. It's great! It did not fit. Below are all
the parts purchased. I am a newbie and never had installed a din radio in a car before. I watched
a couple youtube videos of another user performing a similar install on a model Equinox. I used
butt connectors for all my wire connections. Using the below parts was as easy as matching
colors!! All the wire connections were a one-for-one match from the radio harness to the Metra
Harness. Including the wire work, it took me about an hour to completely perform the install.
The only trick was running the bluetooth mic wire. I clipped it to the top of the driver side "A"
post trim, and pulled out the foam door seal enough to run the wire into the dash below the
steering wheel. By taking out 2 screws one from shelf in dash under wheel and one from cover
right above the trunk release I was able to thread the mic wire to the radio installation area.
Setting the time was a breeze, as I feel the controls were very easy to learn. See all reviews. Top
reviews from other countries. Looks much better than the factory installed radio cover. Report
abuse. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Pages with r
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